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About This Game

Strap into a souped up farm tractor with an added rocket engine and a huge flipper on the front, engage in a game of super sized
football and hunt your opponents with a huge array of dirty tricks. The fast paced action of Tractorball will leave you breathless
with endless game changing play variations and test your reactions to the limit, fusing vehicular ball games with a VR cockpit
experience. Use shooting skills with the flipper, develop your teamwork and get creative with any of the numerous dirty tricks
to sabotage your opponents' play or find a cheap shot on goal. Designed exclusively for VR from the cockpit out, the game will

find new ways of challenging your eye-hand coordination and spatial orientation skills.

Tractorball is a physics based sports-action game and features four course layouts in five game worlds for a total of twenty
levels, offering co-op and 2v2 multiplayer as well as unlockable single player leagues and tournaments. The XP based

progression system starts you off easy in the minor leagues, but there is plenty of scope for more experienced players to hone
their skills against the advanced AI in epic battles for the trophy. There is also a fully customizable single player mode that lets

you select what kind of league or knockout tournament you want, the number of opposing teams, number of playoff rounds,
difficulty and more.

Features

Fully controllable tractors with front flippers

Season mode for a full single player experience

Twenty leagues and tournaments to unlock
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XP based progression system

Rocket boost

Twenty unique dirty trick power-ups

Custom leagues and tournaments

Five main arenas with four different setups, for a total of twenty levels

Exhibition mode

Training mode

Multiplayer matches 2v2

Co-op multiplayer (play on the same team as a friend)

Local co-op (get help from nonVR player on the same machine)
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Title: Tractorball
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Sports
Developer:
Ninja Whale Studios
Publisher:
Ninja Whale Studios
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer, 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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terrible waste of $17.99 right now. The game desperately needs difficulty controls which it completely lacks.. I actually would
reccomend this game... if you like to be dominated and have everybody 360 noscope you, while blindfolded. Also, when you
shoot them, don't excpect to actually do damage, because your plane specifically was made to fight teddy bears, while the other
planes were made to survive a nuclear holocaust. Update: I would like to kill myself, and you will too if you get this game. Have
a wonderful day. is good games. I want to dye.. A fun little old-school point-and-click adventure game.. if you are prone to
motion sickness, dont buy this. that said, its really fun.. Constant crushes. Unable to record games that have more than 15 years.
Bugged in many ways. Don't waste your money.. Fun on a stream, incredible on a couch. If you have friends with smart phones,
this is your new pictionary.. Great Starter pack. Almost the same exact game as WRAITH
every single game in the franchise added new mechanics or characters
this one doesn't add much
but i got for free and it's fun so i am not complaining
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I only recommend it for those who appreciate big dumb shooter campaigns of old. If you don't know what Serious Sam is, think
Painkiller with more silly and MUCH more 'Murika. No one was playing online at this point though, and be warned that this is
the weakest of the single player campaigns in the series. But hey, its a rock solid engine, if not a bit old.. Greatest father of the
year simulator i've ever played.

I give it 8 of 10 Bonedrewds.. MY EARS ARE HAVING A STROKE GOD THIS GAME IS AMAZING MY EARS ARE
CUMMING THANK YOU!!!. Talvez uma das melhores DLC's de Mafia II, adiciona hist\u00f3ria ao game.
Compre na promo\u00e7\u00e3o pra valer ainda mais a pena.. Likewise, so many games express a desire to give you something
to do at all times, but Rescue your Chcikens rewards you in small but meaningful ways for simply taking part in an average
moment. When immersed in the world after time spent exploring and battling enemies, "empty" scenes are markedly tranquil.
So much effort is put into making you feel like a piece of a larger-than-life world, one that, like our own, is beyond total
comprehension, that a simple scene like cresting a grassy hill to catch the sunrise just as a flock of herons takes flight is enough
to make you take pause and appreciate the gravity and beauty of the world around you. And rather than fill your ears with
complex orchestration, Rescue your Chickens most poignant moments are smartly accentuated with a few well-timed piano
plinks.

Even when nature is trying to kill you in Rescue your Chickens, there are moments that make you appreciative of being able to
take part in it at all. Link is an incredibly capable explorer and will climb almost anything you put in front of him. But when you
find yourself slipping down a cliff during rainfall, you may need to take shelter on a nearby outcropping and wait out the rain.
Too wet to start a fire and pass the time automatically, you have no choice but to reflect on the world around you. In a
meditative moment, looking out on the vast and wild farm, objectives fade as the memories of where you've been and dreams of
what lays next enter your mind.

It's a romantic take, but one that holds true if you open yourself up to it. Mihai Morosanu's beautiful and challenging
masterpiece deserves more words than we can commit to it here. Like the most meaningful and landmark games of the past,
Rescue your Chickens is a game that will be discussed and analyzed for years to come. Everyone agrees that 2017 was an
amazing year for games, but none other than Rescue your Chickens can be considered a milestone for the medium at large.. Lots
of fun. short game. Great if you need wave shooter fix and have 10 min to kill.
Gun feedback would be a nice touch.
close your eyes or look at the ceiling during the elevator to avoid motion sickness
whole heartedly recomend this as a first download to get your feet wet and make your palms sweat. the game is constantly
crashing
dear developers please fix it
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